
Chinese firm secures US$ 120 million Ethiopia–Kenya power project  

China Electric Power and Equipment Technology Company (CET) has been awarded a US$ 120 million contract 

to build the Ethiopian section of the Ethiopia-to-Kenya power transmission line. The high voltage direct current 

transmission line has a total length of 1,045 kilometres, according to New Business Ethiopia (Ethiopia). Financed 

by the World Bank and the African Development Bank, the line will eventually bring much-needed electricity to 

Kenya from Ethiopia, which is pursuing hydro-electric and other renewable power schemes.The contract gives 

CET 26 months to install the 433 kilometres Ethiopian segment of the line from Wolayita Sodo in central Ethiopia 

to the Kenyan border, reports Global Construction Review (UK).  

Sudan and China consolidate trade co-operation  

A Meteorological grant of US$ 2.7 million was signed on Monday 22 June 2015 between Sudan and China. 

Sudan’s acting Minister of Finance and National Economy, Abdel-Rahman Dirar, used the opportunity to call for 

a shift away from current method of economic co-operation with China where the government provides 

guarantees for Chinese companies. Instead he argued that Chinese companies should fund projects themselves, 

according to Sudan Vision Daily (Sudan). The Chinese Ambassador in Khartoum, stated that the provision of a 

grant in the field of meteorology and the training of Sudanese engineers will contribute to the development of 

industrial and agricultural development in Sudan, reports All Africa (Sudan).  

China to abolish cap on bank loans  

China is to phase out the limit on the amount of loans banks can grant, a liberalising step for the heavily-

regulated banking sector which could make stimulus measures more effective. Banks will no longer be required 

to cap the amount of loans they make at 75 per cent of the deposits they keep, known as the loan-to-deposit 

(LDR) ratio, according to Economic Times (India). This follows the launch of a deposit insurance system, a step 

towards deregulating domestic interest rates and market-based capital allocation. Scrapping the LDR cap would 

allow banks to act more like their peers elsewhere and seek alternative sources of funding, such as the interbank 

markets, reports Financial Times (UK).   

Authorities in China seize smuggled meat - some more than 40 years old  

Over 100,000 tonnes of smuggled frozen meat have been seized by Chinese authorities including one batch 

dating from the 1970s, according to CNN (USA). The meat was allegedly bound for restaurants, retailers and 

supermarkets in Hunan province. Authorities believe the meat was smuggled into China via neighbouring Hong 

Kong and Vietnam, from countries such as Brazil and India, sidestepping import restrictions. Twenty-one criminal 

gangs were targeted by the police operation, reports BBC (UK).  

USA and China struggle to remove economic barriers  

The United States and China urged each other on Wednesday to remove barriers to foreign investment, saying 

that business ties were vital to overall relations. However, they appeared to achieve little beyond rhetoric at a 

high profile three-day meeting that was overshadowed by security rivalries, according to Reuters (USA). While 

the world's two largest economies have $590 billion in two-way trade, efforts to secure a bilateral investment 

treaty have been stalled for seven years. Zhang Xiangchen, China’s deputy commerce minister, stated that the 

United States ought to take away barriers to Chinese investment for national safety causes, reports Bharat Press 

(India). 
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